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Abstract

The complex scene conditions such as light change, high
density of mobile objects or object occlusion can cause ob-
ject mis-detections. When a tracker can not recover these
mis-detections, the trajectory of an object is fragmented into
some short trajectories called tracklets. As a result, track-
ing quality is reduced remarkably. In this paper, we propose
a new approach to improve the tracking quality by a global
tracker which merges all tracklets belonging to an object in
the whole video. Particularly, we compute descriptor relia-
bility over time based on their discrimination. On the other
hand, a motion model is also combined with appearance
descriptors in a flexible way to improve the tracking qual-
ity. The proposed approach is evaluated on four benchmark
datasets. The obtained results show the robustness and ef-
fectiveness of our approach compared to tracking as well as
tracklet linking approaches from state of the art.

1. Introduction

Many recent approaches have been proposed to track
mobile objects in a video. However, the quality of a tracker
as well as the reliability of object descriptors strongly de-
pend on video scenes. An object descriptor(e.g. color, size,
motion...) can be useful in this scene but unreliable in other
scenes. Therefore, in order to merge effectively tracklets,
a dynamic combination of reliable object descriptors for
tracking depending on video scenes is an important task.

In the state of the art, some online learning approaches
have been proposed to track objects in various video scenes.
For example, the authors in [5] present an online learning
approach to adapt the object descriptors to the current back-
ground. However, the training phase requires user interac-
tion which increases significantly the training cost. Besides,
the approach in [4] tracks multi-objects by using tracklet
confidence with an online discriminative appearance learn-
ing based on an incremental linear discriminant analysis

(ILDA). This allows the tracker to learn discriminative ap-
pearance models and also incrementally update learned ap-
pearance models with tracking results.

However, the computation of object descriptors based
on the current frame as above algorithms is less reliable
than based on the trajectory in a number of frames. In or-
der to deal with this issue, some recent researches focus
on global tracking methods whose objective is to match
short trajectories to create more completed object trajecto-
ries. The approach in [2] proposes an algorithm that recov-
ers fragmentation of object trajectories by using enhanced
covariance-based signatures and an online threshold learn-
ing. The authors in [13] propose a hierarchical relation hy-
pergraph based tracker. In this approach, vertices are track-
lets and edges are the relationship between tracklets. These
global tracking algorithms have significant results in match-
ing short trajectories. However, object descriptor weights
are fixed for the whole video. Therefore, their tracking per-
formances can be reduced if the scene change.

On the other hand, appearances of objects look similar
to each other. Appearance based trackers in [9, 5, 4, 2] are
less effective and less reliable while motion model based
trackers in [13, 1] may become more useful. Therefore, an
adaptive combination of appearance descriptors and motion
model is necessary to improve the tracking quality.

In this paper, we propose a global tracker which com-
putes and combines adaptively discriminative appearance
descriptors and motion model to merge tracklets. The pro-
posed approach brings four following contributions:

- A new model for describing a tracklet. In this model,
each object descriptor is updated with object detections in
many frames to increase its reliability.

- A method to compare and merge effectively tracklets
by computing automatically discriminative descriptors de-
pending on video scenes. Different from existing global
tracking approaches, our approach does not fix the descrip-
tor weights of tracklets for the whole video but computes
and adapts them overtime.

- A flexible combination of appearance descriptors and



motion model to improve tracking quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

introduces a new model to describe a short trajectory. The
proposed global tracking algorithm is presented in section 3.
Section 4 shows evaluation results as well as analysis about
the proposed approach performances. Finally, conclusions
are summed up in section 5.

2. Tracklet model
In this section, we propose a new model for describing

a tracklet. A reliable tracklet is determined as a short tra-
jectory and should include following criteria (C) as well as
information (I):

(I1) An identifier:The tracklet ID.
(I2)Tracklet Descriptors: Object descriptors are used

to describe a tracklet. Tracklet descriptors are updated by
a sequence of object detections to increase their reliability
(more detail in section 2.2).

(I3) Overlapping tracklet list: A list of tracklets having
temporal-overlapping as well as spatial-overlapping with
the given tracklet (more detail in section 2.3).

(I4) Matching candidate tracklet list: A list of track-
lets which could match with the given tracklet (more detail
in section 2.4).

(C1)No Ghost Object: A tracklet appearing in more
than four frames is considered as reliable and is kept.

(C2) No Object Detection Anomaly: A tracklet cannot
have some object detections which change suddenly their
appearances in several consecutive frames.

2.1. Tracklet Filtering

In order to ensure that tracklets are reliable, tracklets
which do not satisfy the criteriaC1 andC2 are filtered. With
the criterion C1, tracklets whose length is less than or equal
to four frames are considered as noises and removed. With
the criterion C2, if object detections of a tracklet change
their appearances in several consecutive frames, these ob-
ject detections are removed and the given tracklet is frag-
mented.

2.2. Tracklet descriptors

Object descriptors play an important role to ensure a
good tracking quality with different scene conditions. We
propose to use a pool of the following descriptors to de-
scribe a tracklet.
2D shape ratio and 2D area Let W and H be the width
and height of the 2D bounding box of an object. The 2D
shape ratio, 2D area of this object are respectively defined
as W/H and WH . If no occlusion occurs and objects are
well detected, shape ratio and area of an object within a
temporal window does not change much even if the lighting
and contrast conditions are not good.

Color histogram and Dominant Color The color his-
togram of an object is defined as the normalized RGB color
histogram of moving pixels inside its bounding box. Mean-
while, dominant color descriptor is similar to the color his-
togram descriptor, but it takes into account only the impor-
tant colors of the object.
2D shape ratio, 2D area, color histogram, dominant color
descriptors are updated by the means of the previous accu-
mulative values and the values of the current object detec-
tion.
Motion descriptor Depending on the video context, we
propose to use a constant velocity model or Brownian model
from [7] to describe an object movement. In [7], motion
model is represented by a Gaussian distribution. The mo-
tion model descriptor is useful for objects that have similar
appearances.
Color covariance descriptor is defined in [12]. This is a
very useful descriptor to characterize the appearance model
of an image region. In particular, the covariance matrix en-
ables to compare regions of different sizes and is invariant
to identical shifting of color values. Therefore, this descrip-
tor is even reliable when objects are tracked under varying
illumination conditions. Since covariance matrices lay in
a Riemannian manifold, we use the intrinsic Newton gra-
dient descent algorithm to compute the approximate mean
covariance over a time-window.

2.3. Overlapping tracklet list

Tracklet Trj is an overlapping tracklet of tracklet Tri if
tracklet Trj has at least one frame overlapping with tracklet
Tri ( called as temporal-overlapping) and the 2D distance
of both tracklets is below a predefined threshold (called as
spatial-overlapping).

Overlapping tracklet list is figured out as a set of over-
lapping tracklets of tracklet Tri.

2.4. Matching candidate tracklet list

Tracklet Trp is determined as a matching candidate of
tracklet Tri if tracklet Trp satisfies spatial-temporal con-
straints with Tri.

Suppose that Tri appears earlier than Trp. The temporal
constraint ensures that the last object detection of Tri must
appear earlier than the first object detection of Trp.

Spatial constraint ensures that the last object detection
of Tri can reach the first object detection of Trp after a
number of frames of potential mis-detection with the cur-
rent frame rate.

Matching candidate tracklet list is determined as a set of
matching candidates of tracklet Tri.



Figure 1. The overview of the proposed algorithm.

3. Proposed global tracking algorithm
The overview of the proposed algorithm is shown in fig-

ure 1. The algorithm takes the output of any multi-object
tracker as input. With criteria C1, C2 of tracklet model, the
input of the algorithm is reliable tracklets whose descriptors
are updated over time. For each time-window ∆t, the pro-
posed approach considers all tracklets in a double sliding
time-window [t− 2∆t, t] and the global tracking algorithm
is run once. Thanks to the overlap of one time-window, mis-
detections occurring inside a double time-windows can be
recovered.

The objective of the proposed algorithm is to merge
tracklets by using reliable descriptors which ensure that one
tracklet can discriminate with its overlapping tracklets and
still has a high matching reliability with its matching candi-
date. In this approach, the reliability of one tracklet descrip-
tor is computed overtime and represented by a discrimina-
tive descriptor weight. Then, based on these weighted de-
scriptors, the similarities between pairs of matching candi-
dates (represented by the global matching scores) are com-
puted. Finally, tracklets are merged with their best match-
ing candidates after optimizing the global matching scores
using Hungarian algorithm. Both of discriminative descrip-
tor weights and matching scores are computed based on the
tracklet descriptor similarity. Therefore, in the remaining
part, we describe the algorithm by 3 following steps:

- Computing the descriptor similarity between tracklets.
- Computing online the discriminative descriptor

weights.
- Merging tracklets.

3.1. Tracklet descriptor similarities (DS)

2D shape ratio (k=1) and 2D area (k=2) similarities
The similarities of 2D shape ratio and 2D area descrip-

tors DSk (k={1,2}) between tracklet Tri and Trj are de-
fined as follows:

DSk(Tri, T rj) = min(Di
k, D

j
k)/max(Di

k, D
j
k) (1)

where Di
k = W i/Hi with k=1, otherwise Di

k = W iHi;
W and H are means of widths and heights of 2D bounding
boxes.

Color Histogram (k=3) and Dominant Color (k=4) simi-
larities

Because the dominant color descriptor is similar to the
color histogram descriptor, we propose to use the Earth
Mover Distance (EMD) to compute both color histogram
and dominant color descriptor similarities.
Color covariance similarity (k=5)

In order to compare the color covariance descriptor of
two tracklets, we use the distance measure proposed in [8]
to measure the similarity of two corresponding covariance
matrices.
Motion model similarity (k=6) We propose to use
Kulback-Leibler divergence to compare between two Gaus-
sian distributions which represent the motion model of two
tracklets.

3.2. Online computation of discriminative descrip-
tor weights

The discriminative descriptor weights of one tracklet
must be directly proportional to the descriptor similarity of
this tracklet with its matching candidate and inversely pro-
portional to the descriptor similarity of the given tracklet
with its overlapping tracklets. Given descriptor k (k=1..5),
a tracklet Tri and a matching candidate Trp, we define a
discriminative descriptor weight for this pair of tracklets as
follows:

ωi,p
k = α[DSk(Tri,Trp)−X̃(DSk(Tri,Trj))−1] (2)

where Trj is the overlapping tracklet of Tri. X̃ is the me-
dian of the similarities of tracklet Tri with its overlapping
tracklets. The advantage of the median is that its value is not
affected by a few of extremely big or small values. There-
fore, the median is meaningful in coding the similarity of
Tri with its overlapping tracklets even these similarity val-
ues are not distributed uniformly. Furthermore, in order to
normalize a discriminative descriptor weight in the interval
[0,1], we propose to map this weight to the function αX

where X = [DSk(Tri, T rp)− X̃(DSk(Tri, T rj))− 1]. If
−2 ≤ X ≤ 0, function αX returns into [0,1]. We select
α=10 in the experiment.

In our approach, the appearance descriptor and motion
model weights are computed separately.
A combination of discriminative appearances and mo-
tion model descriptor

Different from appearance descriptors which follow cri-
terion C2, the motion of tracklets can change remarkably.
So, we cannot use equation 2 to estimate the reliability of a
tracklet motion descriptor.

Therefore, the approach proposes a new way to com-
pute the motion model weight based on other appearance
descriptors:

ωi,p
6 = 0.5− 0.5 max

k
(ωi,p

k ) k = 1..5 (3)



By an inverse transformation in equation (3), we can
combine appearance descriptors and motion model adapt-
ing to a variation of video scenes. If appearance descriptors
are reliable enough to discriminate objects, the proposed ap-
proach takes into account appearance descriptors more im-
portantly than the motion model. Inversely, when objects
have similar appearance, the proposed tracker relies more
on the motion model than appearance descriptors. How-
ever, the motion model is not too reliable as the object can
change its direction frequently or measurement errors are
caused by detection errors, calibration. Therefore, in order
to use motion model effectively, in equation (3), the value
of the motion model weight is set with a maximum value of
0.5.

3.3. Tracklet merging

The algorithm computes the global matching scores of a
tracklet with its matching candidates. By computing and
updating overtime discriminative descriptor weights, the
tracker determines reliable descriptors in each video scene.
The global matching score of tracklet Tri with each track-
let in its matching candidate list ( represented by Trp) is
summed up with the corresponding weight as follows:

MS(Tri, T rp) =

∑6
k=1 (ωi,p

k + ωp,i
k )DSk(Tri, T rp)∑6

k=1 (ωi,p
k + ωp,i

k )
(4)

After computing these global matching scores, we con-
struct a matrix M = {mik} with i=1..n, k=1..n, where n is
the number of tracklets in current time interval [t − 2∆t,t].
mik = MS(Tri, T rk) computed by equation (4) if tracklet
Trk is in the candidate list of Tri. Otherwise, mik = 0.
Then, Hungarian algorithm is used to optimize the tracklet
merging process. However, the Hungarian algorithm can
only find out the best match between 2 tracklets belonging
to one moving object per time. The merging process fails
if there are more than 2 tracklets belonging to an object.
In order to overcome this limitation, the proposed approach
applies Hungarian algorithm until there is no more possible
matches. Therefore, by adjusting the size of time-window
∆t, we can easily recover mis-detections over a long period
of time.

4. Experimental results

We propose to use the output of the tracker in [6] as
input because this tracker can be considered as a typical
one when using a pool of object appearance descriptors to
track objects. The proposed approach is tested on some
sequences of four public datasets: PET2015, PETS2009,
TUD stadtmitte and TUD crossing. The performance of
this approach is compared with the tracker in [6], some

other tracking and tracklet linking approaches from the state
of the art.

We use CLEAR MOT metrics to evaluate the proposed
method. The multiple object tracking precision (MOTP)
evaluates the intersection area over the union area of bound-
ing boxes. The multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA)
calculates the accuracy composed of false negatives, false
positives and identify switching. In addition, some other
metrics are proposed to use. Let GT be the number of tra-
jectories in the ground-truth of the testing video. MT shows
the ratio of mostly tracked trajectories, ML represents the
ratio of mostly lost trajectories and PT is the ratio of par-
tially tracked trajectories (PT = GT −MT −ML). We
also propose to use the metric FG representing the number
of track fragments to show the outstanding tracklet merging
performance of our approach.

4.1. PETs datasets

With the dataset PETs2015, we choose the sequence
W1 ARENA Tg TRK RGB 1 to test our approach be-
cause of its challenges. This sequence has 240 frames, there
are only few people but their sizes are much changed, they
have the variation of poses.

With the dataset PETS2009, we choose the sequence
S2 L1, view 1 which has 794 frames containing 21 mobile
objects with many occlusions and objects moving with dif-
ferent directions.

Figure 2 (six top images belong to PETs2009 dataset
while three bottom images belong to PETs2015) illus-
trates the tracking performance related to the online com-
putation of discriminative descriptor weights depending on
each video scene. With the situation on three top images,
tracklet ID3 (shown by yellow bounding box) and tracklet
ID14(shown by red bounding box) are mis-detected because
they cross each other at frame 140. Therefore, the proposed
discriminative descriptor based tracking algorithm is ap-
plied to recover these mis-detections. The overlapped track-
lets are visualized in black eclipses. Almost appearance de-
scriptors of tracklets are similar but both objects move with
opposite directions to each other. In this case, the proposed
tracker recovers mis-detections thanks to the tracklet mo-
tion model with the weight value is nearly 0.4.

Three middle images show a different chunk of the
PETs2009 sequence. Tracklet ID31 ( described by yellow
bounding box) and tracklet ID32 ( described by light blue
bounding box) move with similar trajectoriesbut their ap-
pearance colors are quite discriminative (by the color of hair
and coat). The highest weight equals to 0.6 for dominant
color and color histogram while the motion model weight is
only 0.1. Therefore, the proposed tracker focuses mainly on
dominant color and color histogram descriptors and is able
to track objects correctly (see in frame 565).

Two objects in dataset PETs2015 also have the similar



Figure 2. PETs2009 and PETs2015 datasets: The online computa-
tion of discriminative descriptor weights depending on each video
scene.

Figure 3. PETs dataset: Tracklet merging with the re-acquisition
challenge.

appearance while having the different movement direction.
In this case, the proposed approach relies mainly on ob-
ject motion model to recover the trajectory fragmentation
in frame 109.

Moreover, figure 3 shows our tracker’s performance for
the re-acquisition challenge when objects (shown by red ar-
rows) leave and re-enter the scene. Instead of considering
the moving objects in the frame they have just re-entered,
our approach tracks these objects after a sufficient number
of frames. Thanks to reliable descriptors which are updated
cumulatively, object IDs are correctly retrieved.

4.2. TUD datasets

We also use TUD datasets (including TUD Stadtmitte
and TUD crossing) sequences to evaluate the performance

Figure 4. TUD-stadtmitte: The proposed approach performance in
low light intensity condition, density of occlusion: Object ID26

(presented by purple bounding box) keeps its ID correctly after 11
frames of mis-detection.

of our approach compared to other recent trackers. Both of
these sequences are quite short, with more or less than 200
frames, but they contain challenges for trackers such as low
light intensity, crowded environment, frequent occlusions,
similar object appearances.

Figure 4 illustrates clearly our approach performance
when recovering mis-detection in videos that have low light
intensity and objects moving in different directions. In these
scenes, object appearances are not discriminative with each
other. Appearance descriptors have similar discriminative
weights around of 0.2 while the motion model weight is 0.4.
Therefore, based on the motion model of objects, our ap-
proach tracks object ID26 (represented by a purple bound-
ing box) correctly after several mis-detection frames.

The comparison is shown in table 1. With PETs2009
dataset, our performance is better than the tracker [4]-with
all its proposed methods in MOTA and MOTP metrics and
there is a significant tracking quality improvement when
comparing our tracker with our input [6]. In particular,
MOTA from 0.62 to 0.86 and 0.63 to 0.72 from MOTP,
the track fragmentation (FG) reduce a half. Compared with
other tracklet merging algorithms (in bold), our approach
has a slightly lower results of MOTA and MOTP than [15]
and [3]. However, the tracker in [15] works offline while
our algorithm chooses flexibly object descriptors overtime
which is suitable for the real-time applications. The tracker
in [3] has a better performance than ours when it used its
own input. When being tested with the same input (the out-
put of tracker in [6]) with ours, our approach has higher
results. Moreover, our performance is also much better than
one of the tracker in [4] in case of the global association,
especially in MOTA, MOTP and FG metrics.

On both the TUD datasets, our approach does not lose
any object. The obtained ML values are also the best ones
compared to other state of the art trackers in both datasets.
Our tracker performance increases MT values from 60% to
70% with TUD Stadtmitte and from 46.2% to 53.8% with
TUD Crossing dataset compared with our input.

The results show that the proposed global tracker is able
to improve the tracking results by increasing the length and
the precision of the tracklet. In particular, object trajecto-



Dataset Method MOTA MOTP GT MT PT ML FG
PETS2015 Chau et al. [6] – – 2 0.0 100.0 0.0 2

Ours ( PA + [6] ) – – 2 100.0 0.0 0.0 1
PETS2009 Chau et al. [6] 0.62 0.63 21 – – – 8

Bae et al.with all [4] 0.83 0.69 23 100 0 0.0 4
Zamir et al. [15] 0.90 0.69 21 – – – –

Bae et al.-global association [4] 0.73 0.69 23 100 0 0.0 12
Badie et al. [3] 0.90 0.74 21 – – – –

Badie et al. [3] + [6] 0.85 0.71 21 66.6 23.9 9.5 6
Ours ( PA + [6] ) 0.86 0.72 21 76.2 14.3 9.5 4

TUD-Stadtmitte Andriyenko et al. [1] 0.62 0.63 – 60.0 20.0 10.0 –
Milan et al. [10] 0.71 0.65 9 70.0 20.0 0.0 –
Yan et al. [14] – – 10 70.0 30.0 0.0 –
Chau et al. [6] 0.45 0.62 10 60.0 40.0 0.0 13

Ours ( PA + [6]) 0.47 0.65 10 70.0 30.0 0.0 7
TUD-Crossing Tang et al. [11] – – – 53.8 38.4 7.8 –

Chau et al. [6] 0.69 0.65 11 46.2 53.8 0.0 14
Ours (PA + [6]) 0.72 0.67 11 53.8 46.2 0.0 8

Table 1. Tracking performance. The best values are printed in red, the second best values are printed in blue. PA stands for ”Proposed
approach”.

ries are more completed (Mostly Track (MT), MOTA and
MOTP and FG values increase) while lost object trajecto-
ries are reduced (Mostly Lost (MT) values decrease).With
FG metric, the proposed approach always has the least num-
ber of track fragmentation.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new approach to improve the
multi-object tracking quality by merging tracklets belong-
ing to the same mobile object. In order to handle the vari-
ation of scenes, we propose a discrimination method to es-
timate the tracket descriptor reliability overtime. This en-
sures a high precision for tracklet merging process. More-
over, an adaptive combination of motion model and appear-
ance descriptors is proposed to improve the tracker quality.
The experimental results show the significant performance
improvement of our approach compared to the input tracker,
tracking as well as tracklet linking approaches from the state
of the art over four experimented benchmark datasets.
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